MPEDA invites application for the post of **Accounts Officer** in the Pay Band plus Grade Pay PB-2 Rs.9300-34800 Plus GP Rs.4800/- (Pre-revised).

Number of vacancy: 1 (One).

**Educational and Other Qualifications required for the post:**

Intermediate CA or ICWA with 2 years experience in Accounting OR Pass in SAS examination with 5 years experience OR B.Com with Accounting as main subject with 7 years experience.

Upper age limit as on 05.01.2018: 45 years

Place of vacancy: Anywhere in India

**How to apply:**

1. Apply online through www.mpeda.gov.in (notification - opportunities – apply online)
2. Applications for the post will be considered only subject to the general conditions indicated below.
3. Last date of the application is on: 05.01.2018.

**General conditions:**

1. Candidates employed in Govt. /Semi-Govt./Public Sector Undertaking should send their applications through proper channel. However advance copy of applications can be sent directly.
2. Experience in the requisite discipline/field only will be considered.
3. The upper age limit prescribed for the post is relaxable by a maximum of 10 years in the case of existing employees of MPEDA and its Societies and applying for the post provided they have the required educational qualifications and experience prescribed for direct recruitment. In the case of PH/HH/Ex-servicemen candidates upper age is relaxable as per rule.
4. Application fee is exempted.
5. Applications which are received late/incomplete/without the attachment of certificates will be summarily rejected.
6. If selected, the recruit is liable to be posted anywhere in India.
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